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An Example of Blowing Down

Yasuko Mori*

1.

Let X be a complex manifold of dimension n and 5 a submanifold of X of

codimension 1. We denote by CSD the complex line bundle over X defined by the

divisor 5 of X- We assume that 5 has a structure of an analytic fibre bundle over

a complex manifold M with fibre Pr-l (r^2), an (r-1)-dimensional complex pro-

jective space. We denote by La the fibre over a^M in the bundle S-+M, by Ce^ the

complex line bundle over La=&Pr~l defined by the hyperplane, and by CsOz-« the re-

striction of C>T) to La.

Nakano C2~) and Fujiki-Nakano CO have shown the following result; If the

condition C^La = CO"1 f°r any aà¬M is satisfied, then there are an n-dimensional

complex manifold X containing M and a holomorphic map ~\[: X~~*X such that

(X> TT) is the monoidal transform of X with centre M and 5=7T~1 (M). This is

obtained by an application of the cohomology vanishing theorem for a weakly

1-complete manifold with a positive line bundle.

In this paper we show the following result, which is a variant of Nakano's

theorem.

Theorem. // the condition (S^La = CO~* C^>2) for any a^ ls satisfied, then

we can construct an n-dimensional complex space X containing M as the singular locus

and a holomorphic map ~\[ : X~~~*Xso that (X, TT) is the monoidal transform of X with

centre M and 5=fl"-l (M).

We show this theorem by an analogous argument to that of Nakano.

I understand that Akira Fujiki has a more general result on blowing down. Ours

is more concrete in its construction.

1 wish to thank Professor S. Nakano for useful suggestions and Professor K.

Kasahara for detailed discussions.

2.

First we give an example of a monoidal transformation in which the assumption

of our theorem holds.

Let j :P'-l-*å PN be the Veronese transformation of degree k i.e. j is given by

i 0?1 :... :)?r) = (M1^) :... :MN+i(q) ) for a system of homogeneous coordinates

(rj1:...:rf) ofPr~1 , whereM«(??) isamonomial inj?1 ,... , rf of degree k (i=

1,.... N+l=r H k). j (Pr-l)=V is an (r-1)-dimensional submanifold of PN.

The cone K of V is a normal analytic set of C^r+i and has the vertex (O) as its
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unique singularity.

We form CN+l by blowing up C^+i at the origin O. CN+l can be considered as

the total space of the complex line bundle over PN which is defined with respect to

the open covering {Ut |x=l,...,JV+1> , where U{= {(z1:... :z^+i)ePN\ zi

-j-j •ELet K be the inverseimage of

K by the projection p : qN+i->CN+i, then K is the line bundle over V, which is the

restriction of the bundle (CN+1~^ PN) to V.

p-i (O) C C^+1 is the zero-section of the bundle (qn+i-+Pn) and T=p-i (O)

DK is the zero-section of the bundle (R-*V). By restricting p : cN+1~»C^+l to

ft, we have a holomorphic map /> from R onto K which gives a biholomorphic

homeomorphism R-T^K-O.

The divisor T oi K defines a complex line bundle £7^1. Then

C.T~} = the normal bundle of T in J?"

=the line bundle (£ -»V)

=the restriction (cN+l-*PN) \ v.

If we take ia so that M»" (^)=(jya)* (a=l,... , r), then Viscoveredby ropen

sets Ufa D {(Af« ()?) ) f FA'| (jya)*#O} (a=l,... , r). So the transition functions

becomeå gt-/3å  = tp\~k~~=I p J •E While the line bundle Ce^ onPr~l is

i n" )--p-J with respect to the open cover-

ing Kj?) ePr~lI rja^0} (a=l,... , r). Hencewehave (QN+i^pN)|r=CO"*.

Thus we have obtained a situation such that the mapping p '.K^>K is holomorphic

onto, p: R-T^K-O, T=p-i(O)^Pr-i and COt= C«^"*.

3.

We use the following two theorems.

Theorem 1 (Nakano). Let V be a weakly \-complete manifold, B a complex line

bundle over V and Ky the canonical line bundle ofV. IfKy~l <$$> B is positive, then

we have H*(V, O(B) )=O (?>1).

This is a special case of theorem 1 £3^).

Theorem 2(k). // the condition C^La=Ce3~* for any a e M is satisfied, then

there is a neighbourhood V of La in X such that

1) ifVf)Lb^<f>, then Lb C V,

2) V is a weakly 1-complete manifold and Ky-l (g) C'S^v"' is positive for £=1, 2.

Proof. We take a system of local coordinates {£"*,... , %m) (m=n-r) with

centre a ^M so that the bundle 5->M is trivial on the coordinate neighbourhood D=

{£cOIHr) <1} ofai.e. T"1^)^DxPr-i,whereHO=S \& I2•E Then
i-i
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we have C"^)DxP=CO~*> where we also use the notation CO to denote the pull-back

of CO on Pr-l by the natural projection DxP-*P.

We fix a system of homogeneous coordinates O71:... : rf) of Pr~l. { £a=

I /3= 1,... ,a,... , r) is a system of inhomogeneous coordinates on the coordinate

neighbourhood Ua= {(v) c Pr~lI rja^O) (a=l,... , r). CO on DxP'-i is defined
a

by a system of transition functions £afi=--^-= f with respect to the open cover-
V

ing {DxUa I a=1,... , r} •E Thebundle CO *s positive by taking a "metric"

aa=e^CO"2 If^I2 onthefibresofC«^•E

We can choose a finite open covering {£/'x \ At \} of Fr~l and open subset V1

of X such that {Vx} is a refinement of {Ua) and V'j fl S=DxU'x foreach ifA>

We denote the refining map by <r:A.~* {1,... , r} with C/'j C ^o-(a).

We can takeasystem of localcoordinates \z^,...,zá",y>>2x,...,&"x ,

... , xrx) onVxsuchthat

5 is defined in Vx by the local equation y^=0,

(»)

and ^a)31.

V=IJV'i is a neighbourhood of La and V U5=DxP^i. Thebundle C<S^V is

defined by a system of transition functions exp = ~ with respect to the open

covering 58= {Vx\ of V. Moreover we take yx so that ex? \S=£a(x)a{tf)~k, and

hereafter we write 8xv for S<x(x)<r(it).

By the adjunction formula for canonical bundles : Kv'r\S=Kv I V'ns(S) C^D^'ns'

we have Ky\ y'lis= KdxPr~1®C^DxP~l=CeD~r®CgD*=Ce~y~(-r~k), so we may

assume that the bundle Ky is represented with respect to the open covering 33 by a

system of transition functions {kxp} with kx/t \ s=£xv

Using the fact Hi (DxP, O(Cey))=0 (/>1), we can extend holomorphic

functions £i on DxU'x (3 = 1,... , w) approximately to holomorphic functions on

Vx ( C2^) p. 495), extend holomorphic cross-sections { rl x } x of CO* on VR5 defined
M i(»)

by t J =~(~~aTThw ( i = It... , N+ 1) approximately to bolomorphic cross-sections

of C^""1 on V. Similarly we can extend holomorphic cross-sections {o>x(G)} of

£ey+<.'-Uk on Vp|5 (p=1,... , r H r+(<?-l)A) approximately to holomorphic

cross-sections of K-i<g) C5^* on V ( ££) p. 641), where a>px (g)= . (<rii))r+(t-i)k
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and Np (y) is a monomial in j?1 rjr of degree r+(£-l)k (6=1,2). As is

stated in proposition 6 C2]3> we obtain holomorphic functions zj, t\, wx (6) on V'j

which satisfy the following relations in addition to (*).

z{ -zt =(yx)efi/

t{ -eXft~lti =(yx)eSi/ on VinV'j,

w! (O -fca/"1«a/~fwj (6) =(ya)'ha£(£)

and {/a^M e Z1(S3,O(C5^-O), U*p*} <Zi(9, OCOT"'"1)), {^'(f)}

6 21(93, O(K-i <g) TO"'"*)) («=1, 2). These 1-cocycles are coboundaries of C°°

sections, so we can find C°° functions FXJ, Gx l Hxp(6) on V'j such that

fxf} =Fxi-exp~^Fpi

gxp' =GXf-exM~f~lGf*

hxt<p(£) =Hx<>(S)-kxv-Uxt<-i-*Hflr(s) (£=1, 2)

hold on V'*nV',,.

Weset

M^a "(«) =^^(6)-(^)'H^(e),

then Z; is a global C00 function on V', Ta« and IV^(f) are C°° functions on Vx
such that Tx «=ea/.-iT^i, Wa'(S)=*if«-1«a*-|lVr!,'(£) on V',nV%.

N+l
Weset A;= £ |7V|2 and fia(£)=SI^a'(£)I2.

i=i /»

Since A,|ya|2=AI1\y(t\2 On V'inV',,

^=0(Z)+e5»(Z)A>i | ya | 2

is a golbal C°° function on V'.

Since tx1,•E•E•E, ri0"0^1, •E•E•E, r^+1 are all the monomials in £ai,... ,

£TU>=1,... , el of degree <* wecantake «ai,... , /i^'Cl,... , «?+1

tobeallthe monomials in xxi,... , aj(1)sl,... , a^ of degree <*. Then

we have (omitting the lower index X.)

A-(2|Ta<|2)=Xf>(1+Pfi(x))+yt( )+y*( )+|y|2/( ),
ox

32
d xaox? (IllTxi\2)= da/>+Qafi(x)+y*( )+y'( )+|y|2'( ),

where xfi(l+Pfi(x))=S<» dJJ (0=1,... ,r) and
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Q ap(x)=-
d xa

(xfiPp(x)) (a, /3=1,... ,x). Pfi(r)andQap(x) are

polynomialsin xxi, ,,. , xx(W, ... , xxr of degree 2k-2.

Now we estimatetheLeviformof V'=$(Z)+e*(*>(2|Tx•E I 2)Iyx I 2. We
»

consider in a fixed V'j and omit the index \. Since we can take Vx smaller, we

may assume 2' |xa\2<;G for a large G> 0, here a runsover 1, ... ,
a

(T?\),... ,r inthesum S'. Wetake 77>0 sothat VG<i. If />3,then

wehave

& =^+0(|y|2)"

W
5z?9j>

92^
9y3^
92^

=ei»<«(l+2'In'I2){yf;+0(|yI2)},

=e^^Cl+S'ItiI2)+0(IyI2),

_^1- = «*c*>j {**(i+P,(x))+o(|:y|)},
oy9^ p -^

52^

If y= 0 then the hermitian matrix

92n/r 92^ d2,jr
d zi dzk dzi9ji

92^
9 y9j?

9z^' ojc'9

dydx?

9 x« Sjc^

has the form

<5/k

e*«)(1+ 2' IT'I2)

0;

so this is positive semi-definite.

Inthecaseof y^ 0. Wehave

(1 + 2' \t*\2)(dy, dy) + 2'yx"(1+Pa)(dx«, dp)
i «

+ 2' wfl(l+F^)(iy, d$?) + 2' |yI 2(8afi+Qat})(dx«, d^)

=1dy12 +2'I*a<*y+yd**I2 +2'IxaI2I*a<*y+2^xa'2+
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S" |x«x?dy+yxfijx" +yx"dxfi|2 +2'I..•E I2•E + •E•E•E+ •E•E•E2'I•E•E•EI2

> Idy|2 + s' I-Za<*y+y^aI2
a

= I<*yI2 + 2' H(l+*i)**ady + (l+,,)-Viy<*:r«|2 - v|*«|2|rfy|2+

a

( i~ i +17 )\yI2M-rIH

> {1 -V(2'l*aI2)} |dy|2 + |y|2S^
7

| ^X«|2.
1+ «7

Ifwetakesmall |yI >0, then i-?(2' I*aI2)+ 0(|y|2)>% and

t he hermitian matrix ( S a/s + O( | y | )) is positive definite, so the minimal
1+ V

eigen value \ of this matrix is positive. For the remaining terms in dy and {dx<*}

are estimated as follows;

2' etWylcCdx*, dy) + T/ etVUapCdy, d^)
a fi
>~(2' I"«I)\dy|2 _^(Z)|y|2 S' (e*<«|««|)Idx«\2,

a a

where aa isaquantityof 0(|y]) foreach a. Hencewe have

( rfy cfo:") 5 2V 32^
o'y oj;

3 2V

oy3jc^

32V

>£e*&>{I-rj(S/ I^aI2)+0(IyI2)}-2' Iaa0I^I2 +

7

*'<*>|yI2C2' (-, ,
a fi 1+ V

8ap+0(\y|))(dx", dx?)-L'(e*W \aa\)\dx°\*^

>-4q-\dy\2 +eHZ)\y\2 Z'_£_ |rfx«|2,

if |y| > 0 is small enough. Similarly we can estimate the terms containing

{dzi, dy}and the terms containing {dz), dxa),

Then we can make

t heLeviform of V > --(2 Idzi|2 + )dy|2) forsmall |y|>0 and
2 /=1

for small <^>(z) = SI*' I2.
5

Therefore we see that the Levi form of V is positive semidefinite on an open
subsetof V where |y1 and |z| aresmall enough.

Weset CjCO = BaCOew. Then {Ca(O}a isa "metric" on the fibres of
the bundle Kv1 (g>C-5>'-£ for £ = 1, 2. If I>3 the coefficient matrix of
the curvature form of this "metric" has the form
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3 2 m
1 at*ggk (/g1IVI2)

«=1

32 log(SI«>>(«)I2)

on S and this matrix is positive definite. Hence the bundle Kv"1 (x) (\STjy-1 is

positive for small \y\ (£ = 1, 2). V= {PeV\ir (P)<8} is relativelycompact in

V for a small 8 > 0. So V is weakly 1-complete with respect to the C°° function

^=(1 ^-)-1 on V andthebundle Kv1 ®0S>"8 ispositivefor6=1,2.

4. Construction of X

For each a eM we take a neighbourhood V of La asin theorem 2(£). Then

wehave V nS^DxP'-i and0^kHs=CO~k.

Exact sequences of sheaves: 0 -> 0(^5^-1) -> Ov -» O^fls-^ 0 and 0 ->

O(C5>2) -» O(TO-i) -* (VHsCGS^ris-1)-* 0 induce long exact sequences of

cohomology groups, then the restrictions F(V, Ov) -> F(VC\S, OyDs) and T(V,

O(OT-i)) -» /'(Vn5, O(C«^k)) are surjective since Hi(F, O(OT~e)) = 0 (6=

1, 2) by theorem 1.

Hence there are extensions zi f F(V, Ov) of local cooidinates fi on D (here

we regard f/ to be an elementof F(DxP, O)) O*=l, ... , m) and extensions

{fx 1 }x eF(V, O (G5T)-i)) of holomorphic cross-sections {n * }a « r(Vn5, O(COk))

(*=1, ... ,N+l) (here we coverVBy V"a's). Weheve /«=y^i« eT(V,

3f(5)) (t = 1,... , AT+1) by an isomorpnism r(V, 3f(5)) «» T(V,O(C^-i)),

where 3(5) is the ideal sheaf of S.

We define a holomorphic map <S>:V= U Vi -* Cm x CN+1 by *(/>) =

((*HP), ... , *m(/»)), (/!(/>), ... ,/N+1(/»)), (/!(/») :... :/N+1(/0) forany

p(V. <E> isofrank n atanypointof La and <j>(La) =» (0)xPr-1. Therefore

we can take a neighbourhood W of La and a neighbourhood D' c D of OeCw

such that <J>(UO = D'xR. D'x£ is obtained by blowing up A* = D'xK with

centre T =D/x(0). By abiholomorphic homeomorphism p : D' xR-D' x T *&

D'xK-D'x(0) wehave Tf:W-5=«A*-A Wecanidentify r witha

neighbourhood of a in M.

Weconstructsuch Da1, Wa, Aa*, Fa and ~]\a : Wa -> Aa* foreach aeM,

then we have "ffa:Wa-S**Aa*-Fa, S= ~J[a~1(Fa), T[a:S-+To isa

P'-i-bundle, C5^Lb = C«>* forany beDa'.

If Wa n W& ^ c5 we have the following commutative diagram:
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Wa D WanWb jj? Waf)Wb C Wb

TTa I i I I Tib

A*a C JaQVanWb) ff£ 7B(WafTJWO C A*6.

Then a holomorphic mapping 0ab = TTfe ° "* ° ITal : la (Wa fl ^) - Fa ->

TTb(Wa n W"6) - Tb can be naturally extended to a continuous mapping <f>ab : TTa
(Wa n Wb) -> ~][b(W<* D Wb) and this becomes a biholomorphic homeomorphism.

Since A* is a normal analytic set of O+N+i, ^ab: TTa(Wa f] Wb) -> Jb(Wa f) Wb)
gives an isomorphism of complex spaces. Hence {A*a} and {Fa} can be patched
together and form a complex space X* and the singular locus of X* respectively

(the latter is an analytic subspace of X* which is biholomorphic to M). Since the
open sets LJ Wa - S ofX and X*-M are biholomorphic by ~\la on each Wa- S,

a

we can patch X - S and X*, thus we obtain a complex space X.

(id on X-S
T T = { is a holomorphic mapping from x onto X and we have

[TTa on Wa

If:x -S^X-M, 5=If-1(M), ff:5->M isa P'-i-bundle, C^l«

=CO~* f°r any a e M C X, This completes the proof of the theorem.
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